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“
911”CALLLEADS TO THE CAPTURE OF
THIRD ROW SEAT THIEVES

Delvon Hester
Booking # 1046001

Kevin Hayes
Booking # 1046002

On Monday, November 5, 2007 at 3:02 a.m., El Segundo Police units responded
to the area of 1000 block East Pine Avenue regarding an auto burglary that had
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The witness observed a black sports vehicle, possibly a hatchback, fleeing the
area. Two males in dark clothing were seen in the vehicle. The victim called
“
911”knowing that a crime had just occurred. Responding officers located a
vehicle matching the suspect vehicle description near Imperial Avenue and
Center Street.
A traffic stop was conducted on the vehicle on Imperial Highway East of
Sepulveda Boulevard. Upon contacting the driver, officers observed a folded
third row seat in the back seat behind the driver. A total of two sets of third row

seats for a GMC Yukon and Chevy Tahoe along with burglary tools were
recovered from the suspect vehicle.
Delvon Hester, 20 years old, and Kevin Hayes, 20 years old, all of Los
Angeles, were arrested and booked at the El Segundo Police Jail on
charges of Burglary.
The stolen seats were positively identified by two El Segundo victims from
vehicle burglaries that occurred that night in the 1000 block of East Pine Avenue
and the 800 block of Center Street
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of Auto Burglary.
If any one from the public has information on either arrestee regarding their
involvement in related or unrelated crimes, please contact El Segundo
Police Department Investigator Lemus at 310-524-2284.
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